Context. Giant stars, and especially C-rich giants, contribute significantly to the chemical enrichment of galaxies. The determination of precise parameters for these stars is a necessary prerequisite for a proper implementation of this evolutionary phase in the models of galaxies. Infrared interferometry opened new horizons in the study of the stellar parameters of giant stars, and provided new important constraints for the atmospheric and evolutionary models. Aims. We aim to determine which stellar parameters can be constrained by using infrared interferometry and spectroscopy, in the case of C-stars what is the precision which can be achieved and what are the limitations. Methods. For this purpose we obtained new infrared spectra and combined them with unpublished interferometric measurements for five mildly variable carbon-rich asymptotic giant branch stars. The observations were compared with a large grid of hydrostatic model atmospheres and with new isochrones which include the predictions of the thermally pulsing phase. Results. For the very first time we are able to reproduce spectra in the range between 0.9 and 4 µm, and K broad band interferometry with hydrostatic model atmospheres. Temperature, mass, log(g), C/O and a reasonable range for the distance were derived for all the objects of our study. All our targets have at least one combination of best-fitting parameters which lays in the region of the HRdiagram where C-stars are predicted. Conclusions. We confirm that low resolution spectroscopy is not sensitive to the mass and log(g) determination. For hydrostatic objects the 3 µm feature is very sensitive to temperature variations therefore it is a very powerful tool for accurate temperature determinations. Interferometry can constrain mass, radius and log(g) but a distance has to be assumed. The large uncertainty in the distance measurements available for C-rich stars remains a major problem.
Introduction
The basic properties and evolutionary status of a star can be determined knowing its mass, luminosity, radius and chemical composition. Nowadays we are reaching a point where mass estimates are available not only for binary but also for single objects (see the recent review by Aufdenberg et al., 2009 ). This major advance has been mainly achieved by establishing interferometry as a standard tool for investigating stars (Wittkowski, 2004) . The combination of high angular and spectral resolution gives the possibility to study the spatial structure of single stellar objects, which were before treated only as point sources. Red giant stars are very good targets for interferometric investigations because of their extended atmosphere and their brightness in the infrared. These stars are main contributors to the infrared light and to the chemical enrichment of galaxies. Therefore an accurate determination of their fundamental parameters is mandatory for a proper implementation in the models of galaxies. Wittkowski et al. (2001) made a first attempt to derive the parameters of a sample of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, by comparing the spectro-interferometric observations with Kurucz ⋆ Deceased 5 February 2011. model atmosphere. The uncertainty in parallax and bolometric flux dominate the errors. As a recent example, determined the fundamental parameters of three Mtype stars. They combined infrared interferometry with spectrophotometric observations. The interferometric data were obtained with the VLTI/VINCI instrument, and previously interpreted by using Phoenix and Atlas atmospheric models (Hauschildt et al., 1999; Kurucz, 1993; respectively) in the work of Wittkowski et al. (2004 Wittkowski et al. ( , 2006a . used the new generation of SAtlas models for the interpretation of the data: in this way the authors were able not only to determine the fundamental parameters, but also to constrain the atmospheric models used. The typical approach followed in these works to determine the stellar parameters is: (i) determination of the limb darkened radius by fitting the interferometric observations, the resulting radius is converted in Rosseland radius; (ii) a linear radius is derived by assuming a distance; (iii) an effective temperature is derived by fitting the SED; (iv) the luminosity is obtained using radius and T eff ; (v) the gravity and the mass of the star are constrained by comparison with the theoretical models.
The targets of our study are an important subclass of the AGB objects: the carbon-rich AGB stars. According to theory only stars with a range of mass between 1 and 4 M ⊙ undergo the third dredge-up during their AGB phase, with the result of increasing their C/O ratio (Iben & Renzini, 1983) . The spectra of these giants are consequently dominated by the absorption features of carbonaceous molecular species like: CO, CN, HCN, C 2 , C 3 , C 2 H 2 (Tsuji, 1986; Jørgensen et al., 2000; Loidl et al., 2001) . As a result, these objects are main contributors to the Cenrichment of the ISM.
The state-of-the-art model atmospheres for C-stars are very promising, being able to produce large grids of models Mattsson et al., 2010) which describe the observed properties of these objects reasonably well. The hydrostatic model atmospheres for C-stars were compared with optical and infrared spectroscopy in Jørgensen et al. (2000) ; Loidl et al. (2001) ; Abia et al. (2010) and references therein. The major difference between an earlier generation of models as used by (Jørgensen et al., 2000; Loidl et al., 2001) and the hydrostatic atmospheres applied in our work ) is the inclusion of atomic opacities and an update to new and more accurate molecular opacities.
The stellar evolutionary calculations reached a highly sophisticated level as well, being able to include a detailed thermally pulsing phase with third dredge-up, hot-bottom burning and variable molecular opacity (Marigo et al., 2008) .
The purpose of this work is to find out which stellar parameters can be determined for weakly variable C-stars (visual amplitude ≤ 2 mag) by using spectroscopy, infrared interferometry and hydrostatic model atmospheres; and what is the accuracy. We aim to test the stellar atmospheric models with different techniques and a multiwavelength approach. This is a very important step since errors in the model structure limit quantitative checks of stellar evolution. Our approach in the parameter determination is slightly different from the one adopted by for a few simple reasons: (1) the Rosseland radius is not a direct observable, and in the C-stars (to the contrary of Mtype AGB stars) there are no windows in the near infrared where to measure a "continuum" radius (Paladini et al., 2009 ); (2) it is very rare to obtain simultaneous multiwavelength photometric observations, which is mandatory when dealing with variable stars. Nevertheless the parameters determined in this work will be compared in a follow-up paper (van Belle et al., in prep.) with the one obtained by combining photometric and interferometric observations.
A short description of the observations acquired and of the data reduction for both spectroscopy and interferometry will be given in Sect. 2. The hydrostatic model atmospheres and the methods to determine the observables will be presented in Sect. 3. The approach used to determine the stellar parameters (temperature, C/O, mass, log(g)) is presented in Sect. 4, while in Sect. 5 we summarise the comparison with the evolutionary tracks. We present a detailed discussion of the single objects studied in this work in Sect. 6, followed by a more general discussion on the obtained results (Sect. 7) and the conclusions (Sect. 8).
Observations and data reduction
Five mildly variable stars were selected for this investigation: CR Gem, HK Lyr, RV Mon, Z Psc, DR Ser. In Table 1 the coordinates of the objects, near-infrared photometry, and the 12 µm IRAS flux are presented together with period (P) and amplitude (A) of variability. Unless otherwise stated A and P are derived from the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS; Samus+, 2007 Samus+, -2009 . The amplitude values list the maximum amplitude recorded, and might be based only on few data points, sometimes recorded on photographic plates. More recent observations from the public surveys such as ASAS (Pojmanski, 2002) , and Hipparcos Variability Annex (Beichman et al., 1988) , show smaller V amplitude variations, often quite stable over a long period. These more recent values are listed in the discussion on the individual targets (Sect. 6). The objects selected are semiregular or irregular variables. The variability am plitude, and the period indicate that the atmospheres of our targets can be represented with hydrostatic models. The literature values of A and P are small in comparison to dynamic objects such as Mira stars (P longer than one year, and A of several V magnitudes). In the recent grid of dynamic models for C-stars from Mattsson et al. (2010) almost all the models with a period lower than 250 days do not develop a stellar wind. The few exceptions are models with extremely low temperature, or very high C/O value. The same applies to the predictions of the previous generations of dynamic models (i.e. Table 1 Gautschy -Loidl et al., 2004) . The temperature-density structure of these windless models is only slightly varying around the hydrostatic configuration. These small variations of the atmospheric structure are also reflected in the resulting spectra,but as can be seen in Fig. A .1 of Nowotny et al. (2010) , the spectra of objects with very mild pulsations and no mass loss do not differ significantly from the corresponding one based on a hydrostatic model. The hydrostatic spherical symmetric approximation will be checked with interferometric observations (where possible) also in Sect. 2.2. We collected for all the targets IJHKL infrared spectroscopy, and K broad band interferometric observations.
Spectroscopy
The spectra for our targets were obtained with the UIST instrument (Ramsay et al., 2004) [2.905, 3.638] and [3.620, 4 .232] µm, respectively. We obtained also spectra for three standard stars to be used for the calibration procedure. The spectral type, photometry, and effective temperature of the standard stars are listed in Table 2 . Since our objects were bright, we observed with a 2-pixel (0.24 arcsec) wide slit. Targets and standard stars were nodded along the slit, with spectra being taken in an A-B-B-A sequence to facilitate firstorder sky subtraction. Exposure times of 2-coadds × 2 seconds or 1-coadd × 4 seconds were used with each grism, depending on the brightness of the source. The nodding sequence was executed twice, resulting in a total integration time of 32 seconds per source in each grism. The resolution of the spectra ranges between 400 (IJ) and 1800 (longL). HIP 92946 was used to remove telluric features for targets observed in 2008 (HK Lyr, Kerschbaum et al. (1996a) ; (b) Kerschbaum et al. (1996b) ; (c) Epchtein et al. (1990) ; (d) Bagnulo (1996) ; ( f ) Beichman et al. (1988) ; (g) Pojmanski (2002) . Solano & Fernley (1997) .
DR Ser), while HIP 33024 and HIP 5544 were used for the 2009 observations (CR Gem, RV Mon and Z Psc, respectively). Data reduction was performed using the ORAC-DR UIST pipeline (Cavanagh et al., 2003) . The subtraction of the sky removes the OH lines and the thermal background emission. At this stage the spectrum is made of a positive and a negative part which can be extracted. An Argon lamp is used for the calibration of the object in wavelength. Before every target observation a telluric standard was observed. The observations of target and reference star are carried out always in a range of airmass between 1.0 and 1.3. Only in one case we had airmass 1.5. The airmass difference between target and standard is usually of the order of 0.1 thus producing a negligible error in the flux calibration. Once that the object and the standard were calibrated in wavelength, the telluric correction was performed. For this purpose we used the routine IRFLUX from the Starlink 2 software package. IRFLUX divides the standard spectrum by a black body with assigned temperature (the one of the standard). The outcome of this operation is a spectrum including only the telluric features, atmospheric and instrumental effects. Finally the target is divided by this last determined spectrum and the telluric calibration is performed. The standard stars are hot enough to be approximated with a black body in the covered wavelength range.
Once the telluric correction was performed a few emission lines appeared in the spectrum of the targets. Those are residual of the atmosphere of the standards which in this part of the spectrum does not contribute with continuum (this is flat), but it shows few hydrogen lines. We identified those lines by comparing the spectrum of the standards with the corresponding hydrostatic models from Shulyak et al. (2004) . The region where the lines are located was not taken into account in the fitting procedure. as well as the data at the edge of the atmospheric windows (shaded region in Fig. 1 ) The reddening correction is always a very delicate task in spectroscopy. Every spectrum was dereddened using the EXTIN.PRO IDL procedure (Amôres & Lepíne, 2005) . The code computes the visible extinction (A V ) along a path from the Sun to any point in the Galaxy, specified by galactic coordinates and distance. Unfortunately the distance measurements associated with our objects are very uncertain. We selected three reference distances for each target from the literature: the distance measured by the Hipparcos satellite (Perryman et al., 1997) , a distance estimated assuming a constant K magnitude (Claussen et al., 1987) , and a distance estimated by Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) which is based on Hipparcos measurements but taking into account three distinct biases (see Sect. 2.3 of Bergeat et al., 2002) . Hereafter the different distances will be indicate with the abbreviation d Ber , d Cla , d Hipp .
The distances for each object are listed in Table 4 . The values are in most of the cases very different between each other, but no trend or systematic behaviour can be identified. For the Hipparcos measurements the errors associated to the distances are also given. No error estimation was found in literature for d Berg and d Clau therefore we assume at least 20% of uncertainty. This corresponds to 40% error on the luminosity.
Although the distances have very different values the resulting reddening correction is very similar (as expected since these are nearby objects). We tested the effect of the different reddening correction on the estimation of the parameters (in particular the temperature). The typical shift for the temperature determi-nations is of the order of 10 K, which is low compared to the error bar.
Except for DR Ser, where no correction was applied (see detailed discussion in Sect. 6.5), we used for our computation the reddening correction estimated for the Hipparcos distance.
Interferometry
Observations for this investigation were primarily taken with the Palomar Testbed Interferometer (PTI). PTI was an 85 to 110 m baselines H and K band (1.6 µm and 2.2 µm) interferometer located at the Palomar Observatory in San Diego County, California, and is described in detail in Colavita et al. (1999) . It had three 40-cm apertures used in pairwise combination for measurements of stellar fringe visibility on sources that range in angular size from 0.05 to 5.0 milliarcseconds, being able to resolve individual sources θ > 1.0 mas in size. PTI had been in nightly operation since 1997 and was decommissioned in 2009, with minimum downtime during the intervening years. In addition to the carbon stars observed as part of this investigation, appropriate calibration sources were observed as well and can be found in van Belle et al. (2008) .
The calibration of the squared visibility (V 2 ) data is performed by estimating the interferometer system visibility (V 2 SYS ) using the calibration sources with model angular diameters and then normalising the raw carbon star visibility by V 2 SYS to estimate the V 2 measured by an ideal interferometer at that epoch (Mozurkewich et al., 1991; Boden et al., 1998; van Belle & van Belle, 2005) . Uncertainties in the system visibility and the calibrated target visibility are inferred from internal scatter among the data in an observation using standard error-propagation calculations (Boden et al., 1999) . Calibrating our point-like calibration objects against each other produced no evidence of systematics, with all objects delivering reduced V 2 = 1. PTI's limiting night-to-night measurement error is σ V 2 SYS ≈ 1.5 − 1.8%, the source of which is most likely a combination of effects: uncharacterized atmospheric seeing (in particular, scintillation), detector noise, and other instrumental effects. This measurement error limit is an empirically established floor from the previous study of Boden et al. (1999) .
In our sample there is one star, Z Psc, without PTI observations. One visibility measurement taken with IOTA (Infrared Optical Telescope Array) is available in literature for this object. The visibility point value was obtained in the K filter (λ = 2.2 µm, ∆λ = 0.4 µm) and it is published in Table 1 of Dyck et al. (1996) . We will use this value for our investigation. Table A .1 gives an overview on the observational parameters of the interferometric observations used, namely UT date, baseline, position angle, calibrated visibility with associated error.
From the relationship between visibility and uniform disk (UD) angular size,
, where x = πBθ UD λ −1 , we may establish uniform disk angular sizes for the carbon stars observed by PTI since the accompanying parameters (projected telescope-to-telescope separation, or baseline, B and wavelength of observation λ) are well-characterised during the observation. This uniform disk angular size will be connected to a more physical limb darkened angular size in Sect. 4. By plotting the UD diameter versus time, we could check the reliability of our approximation with hydrostatic models. From the UD diameter versus position angle the assumption of spherical symmetry is checked. In Fig. 2 we present the interferometric observations for three of our five targets. The missing objects (CR Gem, Z Psc) have only one measurement available. The panels in the first row, identified with the letter 'a' represent the measurements for DR Ser. In the row 'b' the points for HK Lyr are plotted, and in the row 'c' there are the points for RV Mon. In column '1' we present the uv coverage. In column '2' the visibility points are presented versus the baseline. HK Lyr and RV Mon are observed always with the same baseline setup. The variation in the projected baseline is due to the Earth rotation. The UD diameter is plotted versus position angle in column '3'. In column '4' the UD diameter are presented versus the visual phase in order to investigate eventual variations in the angular size which might be due among other reason to the pulsation of the stars. The phase estimation for RV Mon and DR Ser is based on the visual light curve from the ASAS database (Pojmanski, 2002) ; while for HK Lyr it is based on the light curve from the Hipparcos Variability Annex (Beichman et al., 1988) . Small trends can be identified in the case of RV Mon and HK Lyr, they may be due to cycle-to-cycle variation, but we can also not exclude completely an instrument issue (see detailed discussion in Sect. 6.3).
Hydrostatic models and synthetic observables
For the determination of the parameters we use the new grid of hydrostatic and spherically symmetric model atmospheres of Aringer et al. (2009) . They are computed with COMARCS, a program based on the MARCS code (Gustafsson et al., 1975 (Gustafsson et al., , 2008 in the version used by Jørgensen et al. (1992) , and Aringer et al. (1997) . The models are generated assuming hydrostatic local thermal and chemical equilibrium. The molecular and atomic opacity is treated in the opacity sampling (OS) approximation. The parameters that characterise a model are: effective temperature, metallicity, log(g), mass, and C/O.
Synthetic spectra
Our observed spectra have higher resolution than the ones of the grid published in Aringer et al. (2009) , therefore new synthetic spectra were computed for a subset of the initial grid of hydrostatic models.
We assumed solar metallicity for our targets. The subset of new spectra covers the following parameters 3 : 2 400 ≤ T eff ≤ 4 000 K with steps of 100 K; Z/Z ⊙ = 1; −1.0 ≤log(g[cm s
−2 ]) ≤ +0.0; M = 1 or 2 M ⊙ ; C/O= 1.05, 1.10, 1.40.
The COMA code (Aringer, 2000) was used to compute the opacities for the different layers of a given temperaturedensity atmospheric structure. The opacity sources included in the calculations for the continuum are listed in Table 1 of . Voigt profiles were used for atomic lines, and Doppler profiles for the molecules. All the main molecular opacities typical for C-stars were included: CO (Goorvitch & Chackerian, 1994) , C 2 (Querci et al., 1974) , HCN (Harris et al., 2006) , CN (Jørgensen, 1997) in the form of line lists, while C 2 H 2 and C 3 (Jørgensen et al., 1989) as OS data. This is in agreement with the previous works (Loidl et al., 2001; Aringer et al., 2009; ) with the exception of the C 2 linelist which was not scaled in the infrared range.
The scaling of the g f values for C 2 was suggested for the first time by Jørgensen (1997) and afterwards introduced by Loidl et al. (2001) for fitting spectra of C-rich stars in the range of 0.5 − 2.5 µm. The authors keep the original linelist up to 1.15 µm, they scale it by a factor of 0.1 beyond 1.5 µm, and use Fig. 2 . Checking of the hydrostatic and spherical symmetric approximation for the interferometric data. The series of panels 'a' is referred to DR Ser data, panels 'b' to HK Lyr, and panels 'c' to RV Mon. The plots in the column '1' represents the uv-coverage of the observations, in column '2' the visibility points acquired are plotted versus the baselines. In column '3' the correspondent UD diameter is plotted versus position angle.In column '4' the UD diameter is plotted versus the visual phase. a linear extrapolation in the transition region. Different authors pointed out already the need of new C 2 line data. Aringer et al. (2009) showed that the C 2 scaling does not affect so much the model structure, while it introduces a variation in the spectral range between 1.3 and 2.1 µm. In the same work a discrepancy was observed when comparing synthetic and observed (H − K) colours. This discrepancy was investigated in terms of C 2 opacity. The authors show in their Fig. 15 how the photometry obtained for unscaled models is in better agreement with observations. Aringer et al. (2009) conclude that this could be an indication that the use of the linelist in its original version is more appropriate, as long as there are no other more precise sources available.
In order to check this conclusion further, we performed the χ 2 test as explained in García-Hernandez et al. (2007) , and Uttenthaler & Lebzelter (2010) . In most of the cases we obtained a lower result of the χ 2 test for the C 2 -unscaled linelist of Querci et al. (1974) . This result was also judged by eye in order to test the method. In Fig. 3 the effect of the C 2 scaling in the HK band is shown. The full line is the spectrum of the star Z Psc (upper panel) and HK Lyr (lower panel) convolved to a resolution of 200. The dotted line is the synthetic spectrum corresponding to a model with scaled C 2 opacity, while the dashed line is the same model with the original C 2 list. The result of the χ 2 test, the check by eye, together with arguments of previous work of Aringer et al. (2009) led us to opt for the original C 2 -unscaled linelist.
The resulting opacities are used as input for a spherically symmetric radiative transfer code which gives the synthetic spectra with a resolution of 18 000 in the wavelength range 0.8 − 25 µm. We convolved these spectra to get same resolution as the observed data.
Synthetic visibility profiles
The spherical radiative transfer code produces an additional output beside the total spectrum: monochromatic spatial intensity profile. Synthetic visibility profiles for the K-broad band PTI setup were computed for a subset of the grid of hydrostatic models. The metallicity, the temperature range and the C/O ratio were fixed (more details in Sect. 4.1). To compute the visibility profiles, i.e. the interferometric observables, we proceeded as follows. We defined a set of narrow-band filters centred on the sampled wavelength of the transfer function for the PTI K−broad band setup. Then the monochromatic intensity profiles were convolved with the filters so defined. The visibility profiles were computed as Hankel transform of the narrow-band intensity profiles. The spatial frequencies were converted from AU −1 to baselines in meters, for a given distance. The squared visibility broad band profile finally is obtained as:
were the sum was calculated over the ′ i ′ narrow band filters; S i is the transfer function of PTI in the K broad band setup; F i is the flux integrated over the narrow band filter, and finally V i is the visibility corresponding to the narrow band filters. Following this approach for the computation of the broad band visibility profile, the bandwidth smearing effect is properly taken in account (Kervella et al., 2003; Verhoelst, 2005; Paladini et al., 2009 ).
Parameter determination
All the spectra of the targets appear very similar (Fig. 1) . They are dominated by the CN, C 2 and CO bands between 0.9 and 2.5 µm, while the main absorption feature at 3 µm in the L−band is due to HCN and C 2 H 2 . In Fig. 1 the regions affected by telluric absorption are shadowed. These regions were of course not considered in our fitting procedure. Loidl et al. (2001) computed the flux ratio of various hydrostatic models (e.g. Fig. 3 of their paper) to investigate the effect of changes in the stellar parameters. They demonstrated that spectral features are mainly sensible to T eff and C/O. Moreover, Aringer et al. (2009) showed that the synthetic spectrum below 2.5 µm of stars with T eff ≥ 3 000 K mildly changes for different values of log(g) and mass.
Therefore we determine T eff and C/O from spectroscopy, and we turn to the PTI interferometric observations to determine the remaining characteristic parameters of the models: mass and log(g).
Temperature and C/O ratio
The ratio between the 3 µm (C 2 H 2 ) and the 5.1 µm (C 3 ) features is the most powerful tool for determining temperature and C/O ratio for hydrostatic C-stars (Jørgensen et al., 2000) . Unfortunately our spectral coverage does not reach the C 3 feature at 5.1 µm.
Following the approach of Loidl et al. (2001) we use the energy distribution of the available spectra as main temperature indicator. The observed spectrum was convolved to a lower resolution of R = 200. Every target of our list was compared with a grid of synthetic spectra with the same resolution. The grid of models is dense enough in temperature to allow an accurate statistic approach which is described in detail in Appendix A. The T eff value was estimated for every wavelength range separately, except for the longL band. This range of the spectrum is mostly flat and free from features therefore not very sensitive for the temperature estimation. We computed also a temperature taking into account all the four parts of the spectrum. The resulting temperatures are presented in Table 3 . Figure 4 shows the mean squared deviation 4 derived by fitting first single pieces of the spectrum ("IJ", "HK", "shortL") and then by fitting all the pieces of the spectrum at once ("all the wavelength range") for HK Lyr. Our intention is to look for possible minima in the temperature distribution.
The temperature values obtained from the different ranges of wavelength show a trend: by using the IJH bands as indicators, cooler temperatures are obtained. This trend can be hardly explained with problems during the calibration. The data reduction procedure (see Sect. 2.1) was accurate enough that we do not expect, in the overall flux distribution, systematic errors which are large enough to explain the systematic variations in the temperature. The temperature difference might be explained as the effect of an optically thin dust shell surrounding the star. The effect of a dusty shell on the energy distribution of a star is shown in Fig. 3,4 of Nowotny et al. (2011) . The model used for this simulation correspond to a very dynamic star. Our objects are rather static, but we speculate that a thin dust shell would affect the spectrum in the same way with scaled-down intensity. This Fig. 4 . The four plots show the mean squared deviation obtained by fitting single portions of the spectra (IJ, HK, shortL), and by fitting all the portions of spectra at once (all the wavelength range) for HK Lyr. These plots demonstrate the accuracy of the shortL measurement.
shell would absorb the light in the IJH band and emit it at longer wavelength. As a direct consequence a temperature determination based on IJH band is systematically lower as can be seen in the upper panels of Fig. 4 . If the shell is thin enough the effect on the short edge of the L band is negligible. This makes the shortL band temperature determination quite robust, as can be seen in the lower left panel of Fig. 4 .
We note that this is not the case if the star is a strongly pulsating variable (such as Mira). In this case the profile of the 3 µm feature, which is the result of the superposition of molecular opacity and dust continuous emission (Gautschy-Loidl et al., 2004) , it will be sensitive to the dynamic processes of the atmosphere. The respective temperature derived for every star by fitting the shortL band will be assumed hereafter.
The second quantity which mainly modifies the appearance of a C-rich spectrum is the C/O ratio. Unfortunately the relatively low resolution of the spectra available limits the precision of this measurement. The CO band at 2.29 µm, the C 2 bands at 1.02 and 1.20 µm, and the C 2 H 2 +HCN at 3 µm were considered as indicators for the C/O ratio. Following to Loidl et al. (2001) the C 2 features longward of 1.20 µm were not used because of the uncertainty in the C 2 opacity. Two reference wavelengths were chosen to indicate start and end of every selected band. In low resolution spectroscopy no continuum window is available for C-stars (Paladini et al., 2009) , therefore a pseudo-continuum was obtained by linear interpolation of the points at the edge of the chosen band. The selected portion of spectrum was normalised to this pseudocontinuum. Following this approach we derived the equivalent width for the observed spectrum and for all models with the temperature determined from the previous step. Grouping the models in sets according to the C/O (i.e. every "C/O group" includes models with same temperature, but different log(g) and mass), a root mean square value was obtained for every C/O by comparing the observed equivalent width and the synthetic one.
In the cols. 6, 7, 8 of Table 3 the resulting rms for the three C/O values (1.05, 1.10, and 1.40) is given. The minimum rms is evidenced in bold. All the stars of the sample have a low value of C/O ratio which corresponds to 1.05, except for HK Lyr where the C/O = 1.4.
Mass, log(g) and distance
As already pointed out by other authors it is hard to detect the effect of mass and log(g) from low resolution spectroscopy of C-rich stars. This is confirmed in our series of plots in Fig. 6 -10 where models with the same parameters except mass and log(g) are compared with the spectra of the targets. The temperature and C/O ratio of the models were determined following the procedure previously described.
Due to these considerations we decided to treat the observables of interferometry as completely independent quantities. As interferometry aims to measure the radius of the target, the distance becomes an important parameter. Unfortunately the distance measurements available for these objects are rather imprecise (typical error of the order of 20%) and often in contradiction with each other with differences between measurement relative to the same objects which are larger than errors. The problem we face is degenerate since we have to deal with radius, distance, mass, and all these quantities are related to each other.
We handle the problem in the following way. Three distances obtained with different methods were chosen from the literature for every object (see Sect. 2.1 and Table 4), and a set of synthetic visibility profiles was scaled to every distance. The set has a fixed temperature, and C/O ratio. We obtained for every distance the combination of stellar parameters (M, log(g)) from the best fitting profile. The solar metallicity isochrones (Marigo et al., 2008) are plotted in grey and the small numbers indicate the predicted present mass. The sampling of points in the isochrones is shown with tiny squares. The position of the C-stars is indicated by a shadowed area, the uncertainty about this area is discussed in Sect. 5. The different symbols plotted correspond to the parameters determined for every star and distance assumed: plus for CR Gem, diamond for HK Lyr, star for RV Mon, triangle for Z Psc, and square for DR Ser. 
Notes. The bold face distances correspond to the most likely values found by our stellar parameter analysis.
Comparison with evolutionary tracks
At this point of our investigation we have one combination of stellar parameters for every object and every distance. To constrain the choice of the parameters further, we compare them with the recent isochrones for thermally pulsing AGB stars from Marigo et al. (2008) . The selection of the isochrones follows the same criteria as Marigo et al. (2008) : ages log(t/yr) between 7.8 and 10.2, and the spacing in log(t) is 0.1 dex. Fig. 5 shows a zoom into the region of the H-R diagram where AGB stars are located. The shadowed area identify the region where C-stars are expected. Due to the discrete sampling of the points in the isochrones (small square), the transition region from M-to C-stars is not very well defined. According to the stellar evolution calculations (P. Marigo, private communications) all the stars on the cool side of the "hook" of the isochrones are C-stars. Some values of the present mass are marked on the isochrones: they will be compared with the mass of the best fitting hydrostatic models (see Sect. 7).
We overplot to the isochrones the points corresponding to the parameters we determined. Every star is indicated with a different symbol centred on the temperature and luminosity associated to the model: a plus for CR Gem, an asterisk for HK Lyr, diamond for RV Mon, triangle for Z Psc, and square for DR Ser. The error bar of the temperature are the ones associated to the shortL band T eff determination, therefore they are centred on the T eff (shortL) values given in col. 3 of Table 3 . The errors on the luminosity are not plotted here to avoid confusion but they are of the order of 40% (corresponding to the uncertainty on the distance measurements d Berg , d Clau ).
Discussion on individual targets
6.1. CR Gem CR Gem is classified as an irregular Lb variable with a variability amplitude in the B band of 1.20 mag in the General Catalogue of Variable stars (GCVS; Samus+, 2007 Samus+, -2009 ). Nevertheless Whitelock et al. (2008) classify this star as SRb with a period of 250 d and the ASAS V band light curve shows an amplitude of 0.5 mag (Pojmanski, 2002) . The spectral classification given in the GCVS is C8,3e(N).
The 3 µm shortL temperature we determine is around 100 K higher than the 2 960 K measured by Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) . . The C/O we get is 1.05, we could not find other estimates for this value in literature. The observed spectrum is presented in Fig. 6 . It is in general well reproduced with a few exceptions: the range 1.2 − 1.4 µm and the K-band between 2.1 and 2.3 µm where the real data show an excess compared to the models (see general discussion in Sect. 7).
For this star we collected only one point of PTI visibility (Fig. 6 lower right panel) , therefore it is not possible to check for asymmetries. All the visibility profiles corresponding to the Hipparcos distance are not extended enough to fit the visibility point, therefore this distance can be excluded. For the Claussen distance the best fitting model has mass 1 M ⊙ and log(g) = −0.60, the luminosity is 9 000 L ⊙ and the radius of the star 330 R ⊙ . For the Bergeat distance, the largest value of distance estimated for this star, the best fitting model has 2 M ⊙ and log(g) = −0.4, the luminosity is 11 000 L ⊙ and the radius 370 R ⊙ .
HK Lyr
According to the GCVS the visual amplitude of HK Lyr is 1.80 mag, the spectral classification C6,4(N4), and the star is classified as irregular Lb. The Hipparcos Variability Annex (Beichman et al., 1988) reports for this star a period of 196 d and an amplitude of variability of 0.4 in the Hipparcos magnitude. From optical spectroscopic analysis this star is enriched in Lithium and Technetium (Abia et al., 2002; Boffin et al., 1993) .
From our spectroscopic investigation the temperature and C/O ratio obtained are higher than the ones estimated in literature (Table 3 ). While our temperature is 3 080 K, Ohnaka & Tsuji (1996) give 2 866 K and Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) estimate 2 945 K. Concerning the C/O ratio we obtain 1.4 while Abia et al. (2002) estimate 1.02. The fit of the spectroscopic data is quite successful except in the region between 1.2 and 1.45 µm (Fig. 7 upper left panel) .
Eight visibility points are available from PTI observations. The UD diameter computed by fitting the single points do not differ from each other. Over the time interval and position angle of the observations, the star does not show notable variation nor evidence of asymmetries (Fig. 2, row 'b' ). We fitted all the visibility points with synthetic profiles scaled for different distances (Fig.7 lower right panel) .
None of the models corresponding to the Hipparcos distance can fit the points, therefore we excluded this distance. The best fitting parameters corresponding to d Berg are 2 M ⊙ and log(g) = −0.2. This model has a luminosity of L = 7 200 L ⊙ and a radius R = 300 R ⊙ . The best fitting model corresponding to d Clau has again mass 2 M ⊙ but log(g) = −0.4. This model has a luminosity of L = 11 400L ⊙ and a radius R = 370 R ⊙ . In Fig. 5 the resulting parameters for HK Lyr are plotted with asterisks.
RV Mon
RV Mon is a C4,4-C6,2(NB/R9) star, its variability class is SRb with a primary pulsation period of 131 d and a long secondary period detected by Houk (1963) 
of 1047
d . The amplitude of variability given in the GCVS is 2.19 mag in the B-band, while the ASAS light curve suggests a V amplitude of 0.3 mag.
The temperature obtained with our fitting procedure is in between the values given in the literature. Ohnaka & Tsuji (1996) get T eff = 3 330 K, we obtained 3 170 K while Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) give 2 910 K. No estimation of C/O was found in the literature to be compared with our 1.05. The model we adopted for RV Mon matches quite well the spectroscopic observations in all the ranges except in the region of the CO bands (longward 2.29 µm) where the observations show an IR excess compared to the synthetic spectra. The intensity of the C 2 feature at 1.77 µm is not well reproduced but this is also at the border of an atmospheric window.
For this star we collected 4 visibility points. The first one is in 1999, the other three in 2008. Although the observations were carried out at very similar baseline, the visibility jumps by 0.1 between the two epochs of observation. This jump is visible also in the UD-diameter where it amounts to ∼ 0.16 mas which is larger than the estimated error on the UD diameters (∼ 0.06 in the worst case). This difference is also noted in the plot of the UD versus position angle. A careful check was performed to exclude any problem coming from the calibration procedure, but still we cannot exclude completely that the fluctuation in the visibility is due to an instrument issue. From the astrophysical point of view the observed trend could be explained in different ways: (i) it could be an asymmetry plus a temporal variation (for example a large convective shell), (ii) or an effect of the pulsation (panel '4c'). The temporal variation due to the primary short period of variability is not enough to explain the jump in the visibility. We derived from the light curve a difference in phase for the primary period of 0.16 between the two sets of observations. According to the predictions of the dynamic model atmospheres (Paladini et al., 2009; see Fig. 7 and Fig. 9,) a hot C-star should show a difference in UD-diam of 0.06 mas, definitely smaller than 0.16. The two sets of observations have been obtained with a time difference of 3.5 times the length of the long secondary period. This long term variation may, thus, be responsible for the observed variation in size. Further observations are necessary to reach a conclusive interpretation. Keeping this in mind we performed a fit of the interferometric points with a hydrostatic model atmosphere as a first step. This might be followed by further investigations. From the lower right panel of Fig. 8 it is immediately obvious that no synthetic visibility profile can fit at the same time all the observations. The best fitting model obtained for the Hipparcos or Claussen distances, can fit only the single point observed in 1999. The other models are either too extended or not extended enough to fit the other observations. The best fitting model for d Hipp has M = 1M ⊙ , log(g) = +0.0, L = 2 600 L ⊙ and R = 170 R ⊙ . For the distance determined by Claussen et al. (1987) the single data point is fitted by the model with 2M ⊙ , log(g) = +0.4, L = 13 000 L ⊙ and a radius R = 370 R ⊙ . On the other hand for the distance determined by Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) the three points observed in 2008 are fitted by the model with M = 1M ⊙ , log(g) = −0.4, L = 6 400 L ⊙ , and R = 260 R ⊙ . Nevertheless the effect of variability or possible asymmetries need to be investigated in more detail, and the parameters derived for this object should be considered with caution.
Z Psc
Z Psc is an SRb variable with amplitude derived from photographic plates of 1.3 mag. The period in the GCVS is 144 d . The ASAS light curve has an amplitude of 0.52mag in V band. The spectral classification from the GCVS (Samus+, 2007 (Samus+, -2009 ) is C7,2(N0). Abia et al. (2002), and Boffin et al. (1993) determined a 12 C/ 13 C= 55, moreover they found enhancement of Tc, and no trace of Li in the spectrum. This implies that Z Psc is a standard low-mass TP-AGB star, and an intrinsic C-rich star.
Many temperature estimates were given for this star in literature: Lambert et al. (1986 ) obtained 2870 K, Dyck et al. (1996 3240 K, Ohnaka & Tsuji (1996) 3150 K, Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) 3095 K. All these values were obtained with different methods. Our measurement (see Table 3 ) is very close to the one given by Ohnaka & Tsuji (1996) . The C/O = 1.05 we estimated is in agreement with the 1.014 of Lambert et al. (1986) , and with the more recent 1.01 value of Abia et al. (2010) . The match between models and observations is shown in Fig. 9 . From spectroscopy a small disagreement is barely detectable in the C 2 band at 1.20 µm, while the 3 µm feature of the model is too deep to fit the data (the star is hotter than the model).
Z Psc is the only one among our targets with no PTI data. For this star we used an observation available from the literature (Dyck et al., 1996) taken in the K-broad band with IOTA (2.2 µm) as already described in Sect. 2.2. The fit of the interferometric IOTA data is presented in the lower right panel of Fig. 9 . The best fitting model for the Hipparcos distance has a mass M = 1M ⊙ , log(g) = +0.0, L = 2 300 L ⊙ , and R = 165 R ⊙ . The distance determined by Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) gives a best fitting model with the same log(g) obtained for Hipparcos distance fit but M = 2 M ⊙ , L = 4 500 L ⊙ and a radius R = 230 R ⊙ . In the case of the Claussen distance we have the best fitting which is the model with mass 1 M ⊙ , log(g) = −0.5, L = 7 150 L ⊙ , and R = 300 R ⊙ .
DR Ser
According to the GCVS, DR Ser is an irregular variable Lb with an amplitude in the B-band of 2.99 mag. The ASAS light curve of this object is quite stable over the last 2000 days, it has a period of 196 d , and a V band amplitude of 0.3 mag. The spectral class is C6,4(N).
This object is the one in our sample with the highest value of interstellar reddening. Applying the reddening correction we noted that the observed spectrum looks completely unrealistic. Remembering that reddening correction for single objects is always very uncertain we decided to skip the step of the reddening correction for DR Ser. Further investigation and a detailed map of the ISM in the region of this star are needed.
We determined a temperature of 3080 K. In the literature the T eff values associated to this object are usually lower (see Sect. 7): 2500 K (Abia & Isern, 1997) , 2570 K (Thompson et al., 2002) , 2650 K (Schöier et al., 2005; Bergeat & Chevallier, 2005) . Abia & Isern (1997) estimated the isotopic ratio 12 C/ 13 C = 6, which is also surprisingly low! The C/O we found, 1.05 is lower than the C/O = 1.26 obtained in literature by Eglitis & Eglite (1995) .
There are 54 PTI points available for this object in a period between June 2000 and August 2001. The UD diameter determined agree with each other within a range of ±0.02 mas, therefore we considered for the model fitting all the points together ( Fig. 10) . None of the profiles computed at the Hipparcos distance could fit the data points. The best fitting models have a mass M = 2 M ⊙ , and log(g) = −0.4 or −0.6 for d Clau and d Berg respectively. The first model has L = 11 400 L ⊙ and a radius of 370 R ⊙ ; the second one L = 18 000 L ⊙ and R = 470 R ⊙ . It is impressive to note how all the visibility points observed at different epochs and position angles fits the hydrostatic synthetic profile.
Discussion
Based on the fitting procedure previously described, we can identify a sequence in effective temperature for our targets. The temperature increases starting from CR Gem, DR Ser, HK Lyr, Z Psc, RV Mon. Our temperature determination is very precise thanks to the large grid of models available and to the use of the shortL band spectrum. The T eff here determined are always compatible within the error given in literature.
The C/O ratio determination is not as accurate as the one of the temperature because of the very coarse spacing in the model grid, but mainly because of the low resolution of the spectra. Although the C/O values we determine have to be considered as indicative, they are quite in agreement with the ones estimated in literature. We obtained the same C/O= 1.05 for all the stars except HK Lyr which has C/O= 1.4. Those values are in agreement with the range [1.01, 1.4] reported in literature for classical C-stars (see Fig. 42 of Lambert et al. (1986) , and Table 2 of Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) ).
In general there is a good agreement between synthetic and observed spectra. Small discrepancies are observed mainly in the region between 1.2 and 1.4 µm, between 2.1 and 2.3 µm and on the left edge of the 3 µm feature. They can be attributed to small calibration problems, but also to a small amount of dust. This last point is supported by the fact that the differences detected in the IJ band between 1.2 and 1.4 µm are larger for the lower temperature stars (CR Gem, HK Lyr, DR Ser). We simulated the effect on the spectrum of a small amount of dust by using the DUSTY code (Ivezic & Eliztur, 1997) . Indeed the IJ band of the spectrum fits slightly better for stars which have a large J − K value (CR Gem, DR Ser). We also checked the effect of this small amount of dust on the stellar parameter determination. The effect on the temperature and on the interferometric observable was within the error bar we already took into account, therefore we proceed with the hydrostatic models. A detailed analysis of spectro-interferometric observations with hydrostatic+dusty model atmosphere will be presented in a follow-up work.
From the fit of the interferometric observations with models at different distances we note that in three over five cases no model can fit the observations at the distance estimated from Hipparcos. This is not such a surprise considering the error associated to these distance measurements. Further consideration about the distance can be made by studying the position of the best fitting models in the H-R diagram (Fig 5) .
Some of our hydrostatic models lie in a region of the H-R where higher masses are expected. If we consider the agreement between the two masses (from hydrostatic models and evolutionary calculations) as a criterion to select the correct distance of the objects then we have the following: -CR Gem. The point with lower luminosity is the one fitting the range of mass, therefore the distance determined by Claussen can be retained, and the one of Bergeat discarded. -HK Lyr. Both the models have the same mass and lie in a region in between 1 and 2.6 M ⊙ . Considering an error on both the distances of 20% on the distances (i.e. a factor 1.44 in luminosity) none of the values can be excluded. -RV Mon. The Hipparcos distance is in the correct region of mass, but too far from the C-stars region, therefore can be discarded. Both the other two distances correspond to a model which fits the region of masses, therefore they can be both retained. -Z Psc. In this case the Bergeat distance can be discarded since the best fitting model has 2 M ⊙ , but falls in the range of 1 M ⊙ . Considering the error on the luminosity both the distances from Hipparcos and Claussen can be retained. Nevertheless the position of the model at the Claussen distance is more probable since this is closer to the C-stars region. -DR Ser. The distance estimated from Bergeat can be discarded since the model lies in the region of the stars with 3 M ⊙ .
The parameters with the most probable distances, with associated errors in temperature and luminosity are shown in Fig. 11 .
Taking into account the uncertainty associated to the transition phase M-C stars (see Sect. 5), all the stars have at least one combination of parameters that lie in the region where the C-stars sequence starts. This is in agreement with the hydrostatic scenario for our targets: the objects are supposed to be hot C-stars, with relatively low mass-loss and low C/O. They "recently" turned into C-stars and while moving on the evolutionary track they will increase the production of carbon and will lose more and more mass because of the stellar wind. Our work is partially limited by the fact that only model atmospheres with mass 1 and 2 are available.
Two objects of our sample show some peculiarity which deserve further investigations. The interferometric observations of RV Mon show a possible non-hydrostatic nature. All the visibility points acquired with PTI cannot be fitted with the same Fig. 9 . Same as in Fig. 6 for Z Psc.
model. This might be due to some instrumental effect, while the physical explanation would be an evidence of an asymmetry or (more probably) of a variability effect. According to the interferometric measurements, the star DR Ser is an hydrostatic object. We were able to fit with the same model 54 visibility points observed in different epochs and position angles. On the other hand the fit of the IJ and HK band is not very good, and the reddening correction of the spectrum makes the fit even worse. A detailed ISM map for this region of the sky is needed.
Conclusions
More than a simple parameters determination, this work aims to identify which of the stellar parameters of C-stars can be constrained by using different techniques like spectroscopy and interferometry. Which limits appear by investigating only with one tool? Infrared interferometry is a relatively young field of research, but it can already give a significant contribution on the stellar parameters determinations.
In this work we confirm that low resolution infrared spectroscopy is not sensitive to log(g) and mass determinations of C-stars. We show clearly that a highly precise determination of the temperature can be achieved for C-stars with no significant dust contribution thanks to the use of the 3 µm feature (C 2 H 2 + HCN). The determinations based only on the IJH bands tend to underestimate the temperature.
The hydrostatic model atmospheres adopted in this work were able for the first time to fit simultaneously spectroscopic and interferometric observations. This is a very important achievement considering that inaccuracies in model atmosphere reflect negatively in the check of the stellar evolution calculations. On the other hand the inaccuracy in the distance determination for this class of objects reflects negatively on the parameter determination, as already noted in Wittkowski et al. (2001) . We considered a criterion to select the distance on the agreement between mass of the hydrostatic models and mass predicted by the isochrones. According to this, the distance estimated by Claussen et al. (1987) is the most probable among the three distances we used for this work. Taking into account also the uncertainty in the transition phase from O-rich to C-rich star in the evolution models, we obtained that all the objects of our sample have at least one combination of observationally determined parameters which fits the C-stars region. We were able to associate temperature, C/O, mass, log(g) and a range of reasonable distances for all the objects of our sample.
A grid of models with larger coverage of the mass range (at least from 1 to 4 M ⊙ ), as well as a more dense grid of points for the isochrones, would improve significantly our estimations. The advent of a new dedicated mission (Gaia) might improve the distance problem for C-stars.
The synergy between different techniques of investigation and realistic theoretical atmospheric and stellar evolutionary models will be the key to determine precise characteristics for this class of objects, and to be able to understand clearly the physical processes which drives their evolution.
